Abstract
Introduction
The programs of space investigation demand bulk means and don't give quick payment. As a result effectiveness advancement problem of performed and developing space technique.
One of possible solutions it is exploit perspective power plant with high performance founded on new physics principles. Electric Jet Power Plant worked on fuel acceleration principle inward electrostatic or electromagnetic fields is refereed. This movers create jet acceleration significantly lower acceleration of gravity on the Earth plate, so they are traditionally called Low trust Power Plant.
Calculating low thrust transfer in the Earth-Moon system acceleration congruous to gravitational influence of the Earth and the Moon. In this conditions it is incorrectly considered that optimal steering doesn't depend on gravitation-al affects second center of attraction. So it is solving optimal low thrust transfer in the three-body problem context.
In this paper at mathematical description it is supposed that the Earth and the Moon orbits relative to system barycenter are circular. It is taking no account perturbations deal with worked power plant e.g. power decreasing due to the Earth radiation belts or steering constraint due to spacecraft angle motion singularities.
The Ballistic Plane
The space vehicle (SV) (or spacecraft) transfer in the Earth-Moon system would be divided into three fractions:
1. Geocentric transfer insert orbit intermediate orbit. At this section disturbances from noncentral terrestrial gravity, atmosphere, attraction of the Earth and the Moon are taken into account. Steering is calculated with simple analytic dependences obtained for central gravity field and it supplies desired space maneuver (Figure 1 ).
2. Achievement of the moon action sphere. Within this fraction it is defined optimal steering within circular finite three-body problem framework. The transfer boundary conditions are determined with intermediate orbit's parameters and mission goal. The perturbations from the sun gravity are taking into account and disturbances from the Moon gravity non-central field are ignored.
3. The formation the Moon centered orbit. This fraction absents for transfers into the EarthMoon system libration points. The perturbation from the Earth and the Sun are taking into account and disturbances from the Moon gravity non-central field are ignored.
The Mathematical Model of Movement

The motion equations
The barycentered frame ( fig. 1 ) is used for calculation and optimization of non-complanar motion in tree-body task framework coupling flat polar frame; phase coordinates, outlined orbit plane -inclination and longitude of node; and relative fuel consumption 
Here u -argument of latitude; r -radius-vector SV relatively barycenter; r V ,  
At the projections of natural coordinate system axis this accelerations are: 
Here g f -perturbing acceleration from the Earth oblateness in Cartesian state is determined so: 
.45 deg -the ecliptic inclination to the equator, s ψ -angle between node longitude and direction to the Sun (in ecliptic plate). Then disturbing acceleration components from the Earth gravity in orbit frame are:
In the first part of motion in system (1) we consider 0
(limited two-body problem), acceleration from the Moon gravity is allowed as perturbing factor and defining dependence: 
Here σ -SV ballistic coefficient, ρ -the density of the high atmosphere layers, it is approximated by the experimental law: 
Control laws
1. At the first part of flight for spatial maneuver transfer from insert orbit to intermediate one it was exploited control law, such as: the projection of steering acceleration or momentary motion plate coincides with tangential direction and acceleration vector deflects from the momentary motion plate at the angle 2 λ : and minimum fuel consumption at fixed duration:
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Formally the optimization problem is determined so: it is necessary to find the control function
and supplying minimum of optimal criteria РТ M at the fixed vector of designed parameters
The optimal direction of acceleration vector λ 1 opt (t), λ 2opt ( t ) and thrust on-off function δ are solved from Hamiltonian's maximum conditions , sin
So the problem of optimal consumption solid movement minimization in the Earth-Moon system comes to two-dot six-parameters boundary task. 
, with motion equations (1), optimal steering (14) and conjugate multipliers, defined so:
(11)
In the plate motion the movement equations (1) are simplified:
Hamiltonian and conjugate equations are congruously simplified. 3. At the flight third part after entry in the Moon action sphere for near-circular lunar orbit the simple control laws are exploited that was obtained by Lebedev [2] for SV rate decreasing, eccentricity and orbit radius. Phase coordinates are converted from barycentre coordinates system into selenocentric one ( fig. 3 ). The orbit plate is invariable.
At the initial stage of motion directly after entry in a planet action sphere (up to eccentricity less 0,95 ) tangential control law decreased SV rate is used:
, 2 π = tgλ  the depending on eccentricity value the speed decreasing (tangential thrust) or the eccentricity reduction takes place according to law: 1 -the area of deceleration according to law (17); 2 -the area of eccentricity reduction by law (18); 3 -the area of the semimajor axis decreasing in accordance with law (19)
The Numerical Method Exploited in the Investigating
The method of continuing on parameter for investigation of boundary tasks of optimal steering
The optimal SV motion modeling is coming to solving of Koshy problem for equation of motion (1), (16); conjugate multiplier (15) and optimal steering (9), (14) or (17) -(19) в depending on transfer fraction. For numerical solving the Runge-Kutta method of 4 order with constant step was exploited.
The largest numerical difficulty the looking optimal steering at the second part causes in limited three-body task framework.
The inserting the broad the phase coordinates vector 
If the mission goal is the Moon flyby at the needed angle distance with unfixed velocity vector or entry into the Moon sphere action the function of residual has a view:
If the initial value of vector is   z is determined, in fact the Newton method for solving problem of mathematic programming is exploited. At the same time beforehand it is known that initial approximation is enough near to needed solution than supplied good method convergence.
Application of methodology continuing on complicated models sequence
As the started "simple" model of motion the model of plate motion without the Moon gravity is exploited. In that way it is enabled to use solutions of two-dot fourth-parameter boundary task about optimal time transfer between circular complanar orbits with unfixed final angle distance and optimal fuel consumption. For this model according to transversal condition
If in the system (1) The Optimization of Electric Propulsion Mission in the Earth-Moon System Materova Irina, Starinova Olga Differential equations describing system behavior allows to accomplish unbroken varying of second gravity body parameter from 0 to l μ needed. Using the method of continuing on parameter μ described in the section 3.1 from 0 to l μ , we come to model circumscribing the spacecraft motion in the circular limited three-body task framework. , optimal steering congruous trajectory and minimum maneuver duration min T at the needed boundary condition may be enable.
If it is demanded to solve optimization problem with optimal criteria -the minimum fuel consumption the conversion on duration mission parameter from min The subsequent developing this sequence of model comes to continuing on parameters i and Ω for transfer to spatial finite circular three-body task (six-parameter boundary problem). Taking into account the Moon real motion will come to replacement in spacecraft motion equation constants describing oscular parameters of the Moon orbit by variables and to addition this system by equations circumscribing the vary this variables. It is supposed to use these equations for test calculation and simulation modeling of steering processes.
Using this strategy is enable to avoid a difficulties in initial conjugate multiplier volume choice and to obtain solutions for vary boundary conditions and spacecraft design parameters.
Solutions of Modeling and Optimization
Modeling of geocentric movement
For modeling vehicle design parameters was selected near to parameter of investigation spacecraft European Space Agency «SMART-1»: its mass at the insert orbit m 0 = 400 кг, P = 0,1... 0,2 N, с = 15 km/с. It is supposed that spacecraft is inserted to the circular geocentric orbit with altitude H=830 km and inclination 0 i =64,9° by rocket "Soyus-2". 
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For modeling of this transfer part motion equation (1) and control law (9) were exploited. Figure 11 shows law of control angle varying   The maximum influence at the optimal steering and phase coordinates changing the Moon effects at the last orbit coils in the moments of its maximum approach to spacecraft. Especially if affects velocity vector components and conjugate multiplier u P . However in commonly the duration and the transfer angle distance, the optimal steering and the motion trajectories are near to solution exploited as the initial approximation.
For solving libration points approximation the spacecraft lunar-centric motion modelling unneeded, so the motion third part is absent. The table 1 represents the design-ballistic parameter of transfer into the libration point L4 of the Earth-Moon system.
If the mission goal is flyby of the Moon at the needed angle distance
coordinates vector volumes with unfixed velocity vector
If optimal minimum mission duration (10) is used as optimal criteria (the mover works without switching) at the ending moment of time
. For optimal criteria -the minimum fuel consumption (11) -at the final moment of time
As initial approximation for solving the solution of task about reaching of circular orbit with radius equal the Moon intermediate radius, described in [1] and represented at the figures 5-9. Exploiting the method of continuing on parameter allows to solve optimization problem for very boundary condition and design parameters spacecraft.
At the figures 15 and 16 solutions of optimization with criteria (10) and P = 0.1 N are represented.
The figure 15 shows obtained optimal control law for angle   Result of modeling is shown that increasing of the mission second fraction time comes to increasing of passive parts duration and fuel consumption reducing. At the same time optimal steering feature is saved. At first steering directs to the orbit apocenter increasing then passive parts are reduced and at the last coil trust directs to reaching the Moon. Result of modeling is shown that increasing of the mission second fraction time comes to increasing of passive parts duration and fuel consumption reducing. At the same time optimal steering feature is saved. At first steering directs to the orbit apocenter increasing then passive parts are reduced and at the last coil trust directs to reaching the Moon
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The results of modeling the Moon-center motion
After achievement the Moon gravity action the space craft phase coordinates convert from baricentric frame to the lunar-centric one with basic plate congruous with intermediate plate of the Moon motion concerning to the Earth and axises parallel to X, Y.
As at this motion part the spacecraft orbit lies in the intermediate plate of the Moon motion (
), so only plate parameters convert to the lunar-centric frame φ, r, V r , V φ . At the same time they are transformed to the dimensionless parameters concerning The Moon. The SV movement is modulated up to needed final pericenter radius of the near-Moon orbit.
The finding of exact solution of the optimal control problem in this movement area is difficult, because of the complexity of the perturbing acceleration and significant variations in the conditions of entry into the Moon gravity action sphere. In this paper we propose the approach wich associated with the forming of an interactive control law based on deviations of the current osculating orbital elements values from the required ones.
Interactive steering at this motion part is defined according to methodology described in the section 3.3. (fig. 3) , it is considered that power plant is burning without switching.
Then the current eccentricity e and pericenter radius π r concerning the Moon and angle of spacecraft apparent anomaly  are implemented so: The Optimization of Electric Propulsion Mission in the Earth-Moon System Materova Irina, Starinova Olga  then the orbit are changed to eccentricity volume e = 0.3;  then at е<0.3 steering laws (18) и (19) are switching и последовательно уменьшается eccentricity and semimajor axis are decreasing.
In Fig. 21 shows one of such a steering laws   t λ 1 , which provides for the forming of the lunar orbit with non-optimal initial velocity vector. In Fig. 22 shows the corresponding trajectory.
The duration of the forming of lunar orbit depends on the direction and magnitude of the initial velocity of the spacecraft.
It was possible to approximately determine the velocity components, which are optimal in terms of minimum mission duration: . Fig. 24 shows the trajectory of selenocentric motion corresponding to this optimum velocity vector. It is seen that the trajectory has a spiral form it is traditional shape for a electric propulsion. At the optimal trajectory is almost no sites with control law (18), which provides a reduction in the eccentricity. Table 2 shows the design parameters selenocentric ballitic motion of spacecraft for different initial
conditions. An optimal values   
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Conclusions
The using of Pontryagin principle of maximum in the three-body task framework allows obtaining optimal steering and congruous motion trajectories for spacecraft with vary design parameters volume. We compare obtained results with results from [3, 4] exploiting another methods. The optimal minimum mission time results are good accord with results this works.
However described methodology allows automatically the optimal trust-on and thrust-off trajectory parts. Clearly, that increasing the needed transfer duration the fuel consumption is reducing and for ballistic design of flight it is necessary to balance between fuel consumption end mission duration.
